Financial Services Document Automation
Financial Services providers are inundated with complex, unstructured documents across business processes. Highly variable
documents like payslips, identity documents, subscriptions, ISDAs, contracts, emails underpin business critical processes like
KYC, lending, payments, settlements, reconciliations or risk monitoring - and, until now, have required manual review.

Instabase helps enterprises achieve full digital transformation by automating extraction of unstructured data.
Use Case Examples
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Veriﬁcation

Commercial
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Onboarding

Mailroom
Automation

Manual document processing is preventing
end-to-end automation

Capital Calls /
Investment Docs

Valuations &
Brokerage
Statements

Legal
Contracts

Why are Financial Services providers trying to unlock
the 80% of their data that is unstructured?

Automating business processes hits a bottleneck when incoming
documents are not highly structured.

Lower processing
times

Increase revenue
and capacity

Better Customer
Experience

Reduce costs

Unstructured documents cannot be automated with traditional
tools (e.g. Robotic Process Automation or Workflow).
Transformation efforts that are unable to process the
unstructured, limit automation to incremental improvement only.

DIFFERENTIATED IMPACT

How does Instabase uniquely help?
Instabase enables Financial Services ﬁrms to transform unstructured documents into
accurate, structured data, automatically fed to downstream systems for decision making
Digitize

Split Up

Tier 1 UK Bank
● KYC - Customer Due Diligence
● 120+ document types
● 85% Automation Rate
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Deep Learning
Market Innovation
70+ Languages
Signatures

● Mortgage Processing
● 65% effort reduction for
underwriters and processors
● 40% reduction in cycle time
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Model Conﬁdence
External Look-Up
Database Look-Up
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Conﬁdence Score
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End-to-End
Drag & Drop
Auto-API
Share & Reuse

Instabase Platform

Integrate
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Open API
Read/Write
SAP
Oracle
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Investment Processing
Capital Calls, Subs / Reds
80% reduction in processing
time across 15+ doc types

#1 US Retail Bank
●
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Commercial Lending
End-To-End Processing
6 Days Only
85% Automation

Global APAC Bank
●
Common integrations using Instabase open APIs

●

Payments - Transaction
Screening
75% productivity
improvement

INSTABASE OVERVIEW
Instabase Automation Platform for Unstructured Data enables organizations to automate manual processes and achieve
full digital transformation with deep learning. From ﬁnancial services and insurance to retail and public sectors, the world's
largest institutions are increasing capacity, reducing costs, delivering better customer experience, and transforming their
businesses end-to-end with Instabase.
Trusted by global enterprises

Why Automate
Unstructured Data?

Bank Statements

80%

Motor Invoices
Transaction Disputes

UNSTRUCTURED

Today, 80% of enterprise data remains unstructured,
overwhelming critical business processes with manual,
error-prone tasks. The tools used to automate the
structured parts of businesses like RPA and BPM were not
designed to handle the inﬁnite variability across the rest of
the spectrum. To achieve full transformation,
organizations need to automate manual processes
underpinned by unstructured data.

Chat Messages
Legal Contracts

MANUAL
PROCESSING

Emails
Broker Submissions
ISDA Agreements
Financial Statements

20%
STRUCTURED

How does Instabase help?
Instabase helps organizations turn messy, unstructured data (e.g. statements, contracts, emails) into structured data,
automating hundreds of manual processes on a single platform. By digitizing documents, split-classifying by type, extracting
information, and validating against business rules, global organizations are driving signiﬁcant value with Instabase.

The 3 key pillars to Instabase’s unique approach
Deep Learning Ecosystem

Extensible Building Blocks

Solution Marketplace

Unlock unstructured data with the
highest accuracy and enable
continuous innovation

Rapidly solve for any use case with
an extensive collection of low and
pro-code building blocks

Address common document use
cases with prebuilt solutions
developed for the industry at large

The Instabase Automation Platform for Unstructured Data
Solution
Marketplace
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Onboarding
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Veriﬁcation
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Lending
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Ecosystem

Core Platform
Services

Know Your
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Client
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Settlement
Instructions

Extensible
Building Blocks

Enterprise Scaling

Run Anywhere

Full Governance & Control

API Enabled

Why are Global Enterprises Choosing Instabase?
Deep Learning Ecosystem

30

Access state-of-the-art deep learning models from Instabase and the broader market — from
industry leaders to the latest research from the academic community.

increase in accuracy by
switching to a new model

Futureproof your solutions and always achieve the best results by easily swapping in models
without rebuilding or re-engineering.

Tier 1 EU Bank

Extensible Building Blocks

6

With Instabase’s collection of low and pro-code building blocks and powerful yet simple
Solution Builder, tailored solutions can be assembled in days rather than months.

days

time to conﬁgure a new
solution for PPP loans

Solve for hundreds of use cases from mortgage lending to client servicing while adapting to
changing business needs with total modularity.

Tier 1 US Bank

Solution Marketplace
Discover and share prebuilt solutions developed for the industry at large to address
common document use cases from Passports to Commercial Invoices.

%

15

use
cases

live across the bank’s global
operation

Accelerate time to value and scale impact across the enterprise by reusing capabilities
between use cases.

Tier 1 APAC Bank

How do Customers Use Instabase
Mortgage Transformation

63%

Capacity Uplift

A leading Retail Bank transforming
their mortgages business found
themselves stalled by the amount of
unstructured data in their process.
Customers submitted payslips,
bank statements, and rental
agreements to prove income which
required underwriters to manually
classify, split, review, and transcribe.
With Instabase, they can now
send over half of their primary
cohort straight through with no
human
intervention–unlocking
signiﬁcant productive capacity and
fueling growth while dramatically
improving the customer experience.

Client Due Diligence

91%

Cost Reduction

A Tier 1 Commercial Bank has been
collecting client documents for
decades in order to comply with
Know Your Customer (KYC) and
Anti-Money Laundering rules.
As regulation increased, there was a
new requirement to ensure 200M
pages on ﬁle were mapped to the
correct customer and searchable.
The bank estimated that 226 FTE
would be required to manually sort,
review, and index every document.
With Instabase, they were able to
automate the process with only 26
FTE, freeing 200 FTE to work on
higher value tasks at the bank.

Transaction Screening

75 %

Faster Response

A leading Multinational Bank
underwriting trade across Asia
sought
to
maintain
market
leadership through exceptional
servicing, while positioning their
business to scale without additional
overhead.
The challenge was the documents
required for screening had huge
variation depending on the
country, shipper, and client.
With
Instabase,
the
bank
accelerated
processing
and
reduced risk, delivering a better
client experience with 75% faster
response times.

